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Mountaineer Wasifa Nazreen became the rst Bangladeshi to scale the second highest
mountain peak K2 in Pakistan.
She climbed the 8611 metres or 28,251 feet high K2 mountain peak and returned to the
base camp on Friday.
A summit is technically complete when the climber returns back to the base camp from
the peak.
On completing this historic task, the 39-year-old mountaineer Wasifa paid tribute to all
the known and unknown martyrs of Bangladesh from the language movement to the
liberation war.
She encouraged her countrymen to take inspiration from the past and never give up.
From the summit of the world’s most dangerous mountain, Wasifa thanked everyone
who helped her in this and congratulated Bangladesh by saying, ‘Happy 50th Bangladesh,
here’s to the next glorious 50’.
Earlier, while entering the summit to K2, Wasifa wrote on her Facebook page, ‘When the
time comes for me to exit the planet, please rejoice in knowing I lived or aspired to live….
my life free from society and other people’s judgment.
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e World Health Organization (WHO) has declared outbreak of Monkeypox as a global
health emergency.
It came at the end of the second meeting of the WHO’s emergency committee on the
virus.
e classi cation is the highest alert that the WHO can issue and follows a worldwide
upsurge in cases.
WHO director-general Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said, more than 16,000 cases
have now been reported from 75 countries.
ere have been ve deaths so far as a result of the outbreak.
ere are only two other such health emergencies at present - the coronavirus pandemic
and the continuing eﬀort to eradicate polio.
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A 215-member Indian athlete contingent across 16 disciplines is all set to participate in
the Commonwealth Games beginning on July 28 in Birmingham.
Sports Authority of India has started a new initiative to cheer for Team India with the
campaign “Create for India.”
Participants can submit their creative entries by July 26th, 2022, using the hashtags
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#create4India and #cheer4India.
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Tokyo Olympic gold medallist Neeraj Chopra created history by winning Silver medal in
men’s javelin throw event at World Athletics Championships.
In the prestigious competition held at Eugene in Oregon, United States, the champ
grabbed second position with his best throw of 88.13 metres this morning.
Grenadian javelin thrower Anderson Peters won the gold medal with a throw of 90.54
meters.
Neeraj Chopra is the rst ever Indian to win a silver medal at World Athletics
Championships.
He is the second Indian aer former long jumper Anju Bobby George, who won a bronze
medal in long jump at 2003 in Paris.
President Ram Nath Kovind congratulated Neeraj Chopra for winning silver medal in
men’s javelin throw at World Athletics Championships.
In a tweet, Mr Kovind said Neeraj continues to bring laurels and make the country proud.

. C O T R  A



e Chess Olympiad Relay Torch which reached Port Blair was handed over to the Chief
Secretary of the Isalnd Administration Jitendra Narain by Grand Master Nilotpal Das at
a function held at CellularJail in Andaman.
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e Chief Secretary in turn handed over the Torch back to Grand Master Nilotpal Das
and eminent chess player R Kasthuri Bhai.
e Torch Relay has nally concluded at Andaman Clubaer doing rounds at prominent
places of the city.
e Relay shortly departed from Port Blair to mainland to further proceed on it’s journey.
During the occasion the Chief Secretary said that 11 Chess Schools will be set up in
Andaman & Nicobar Islands.
Where every child will learn chess as extra curricular or as a class. He also proposed to
have a Chess Academy.
e Relay will nally reach Mahabalipuram near Chennai in Tamil Nadu..

.    I T D   CBDT










e 163rd anniversary of Income Tax Day was observed by Central Board of Direct
Taxes (CBDT) and all its eld oﬃces across the country on Sunday.
In her message to the Income Tax Department, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman observed that the reforms introduced by the Government
in recent years have ensured a trust-based tax system.
She noted that the taxpayers also have vindicated this trust-based approach as evident
from the trend of improved tax collections and increase in the number of Income Tax
Returns led.
Mrs. Sitharaman appreciated the Income Tax Department for having successfully
implemented the policy reforms and for having eﬀectively reoriented itself as a taxpayercentric organization.
e Finance Minister complimented the Department for having achieved the highest
ever revenue collection of over 14 lakh crore in the last scal.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi greeted the people on the special day of Aadi Krithigai.
In a tweet today, Mr. Modi prayed that the blessings of Lord Muruga always remain upon
the people.
e Prime Minister also prayed that Lord Muruga may always ensure that society will
remain healthy and prosperous.
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Ms Droupadi Murmu was sworn in as 15th President of India today.
She was administered oath by Chief Justice of India N. V. Ramana at the Central Hall of
Parliament.
Speaking on this occasion, President Droupadi Murmu said, this is the beauty of Indian
democracy that a poor lady from far- ung area has become the President.
She said, reaching the Presidential post is not her personal achievement, it is the
achievement of every poor in India.
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She added that her nomination is evidence that the poor in India can not only dream but
also ful ll those dreams.
Ms Murmu reiterated her resolve of working towards upliment of marginalized, and
empowerment of women and young for the inclusive growth of the country.
Ms Murmu highlighted the spirit of new India and the emergence of the country as a
global leader.
She said, the world has lots of hope from India. She said, the country has elected her
when the country is celebrating 75th year of Independence.
She greeted the nation on the eve of Kargil Vijay Diwas saying that this day is the symbol
of courage of country’s armed forces
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Himachal Pradesh has become the rst state in the country to connect all registered
commercial vehicles equipped with Vehicle Location Tracking Device (VLTD) with
Emergency Response Support System (ERSS).
Now these vehicles can be tracked anywhere in the country through VLTD. More than
9,423 vehicles have been registered and linked with ERSS.
Now it will be monitored by both the police and the transport department.
Chief Minister Jai Ram akur formally inaugurated the system at a program organized
at Peterhof, in Shimla yesterday He also introduced the facility of panic button for the
safety of women and children in public vehicles.
Speaking on the occasion Jai Ram akur said the State has pioneered in implementation
of this Project, which is a matter of great pride for every people of the State.
He said aer the establishment of this monitoring Centre, it would be easy to detect the
the of vehicles and vehicle accidents for the safety of women and children in the State.
Chief Minister that this is an innovative initiative, which would make the state roads
more safe and secure.
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According to Zscaler reatlabz, 50 apps on the Google Play Store has been infected by
the Joker Malware.
Joker Malware is one of the most well-known malware which exploits Android devices.
It manages to take advantage of Google’s oﬃcial app store with the help of its trail
signatures which includes updating the virus’s code, execution process, and payloadretrieval techniques.
is malware is capable of stealing users’ personal information including contact details,
device data, WAP services, and SMS messages.
However, Google Play Store has banned and deleted several apps that were infected by
the Joker Malware.
By Sameer Singhal

National News
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e 36th All India Postal Weight Liing and Power Liing Competition will be organized
by Rajasthan Postal Circle Jaipur from today to July 29.
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Governor of Rajasthan Kalraj Mishra to inaugurate the competition at Indoor Stadium
of Sawai man Singh Stadium Jaipur today.
About 160 players of Indian Postal Department from Rajasthan and other circles will
participate in the competition.

. T       









Tunisians began voting today in a referendum on a new constitution that critics of
President Kais Saied fear will maul the democracy that emerged from a 2011 revolution
by handing him nearly total power.
e vote is being held on the First Anniversary of Saied’s ousting of an elected Parliament
when he established emergency rule and began governing by at.
But, it is not clear when the results will be announced aer polls close at 2100 GMT.
Under Saied’s own rules for the referendum, no minimum level of participation is needed
to approve the new constitution.
ey only stipulate it will come into eﬀect once the nal results are published and do not
say, what happens if voters reject it.
However, while nearly all major political parties and civil society organizations have
denounced his unilateral approach to rewriting the constitution and the legitimacy of
the referendum, they have failed to build a united front.
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Kargil Vijay Diwas will be celebrated across the country today. e Nation will remember
its war heroes and pay tributes to the Martyrs on Kargil Vijay Diwas.
e day marks the victory of the Indian armed forces in Operation Vijay in 1999, when
they evicted the in ltrators backed by the Pakistani army from high outposts in the Kargil
sector.
e Kargil war was fought for more than 60 days and ended with India regaining control
of all the previously held territory.
e victory of Tiger Hill was one of the crucial achievements in the 60- day long con ict.
Indian soldiers fought the Kargil War under the toughest conditions, on diﬃcult terrain,
at an altitude of 18 thousand feet.
On the occasion of Kargil Vijay Diwas, President Droupadi Murmu today bowed to all
the brave soldiers who laid down their lives to protect the country.

. S A N A-S B N K PM




In a major development in Kuwait, Sheikh Ahmad Nawaf Al Ahmed Al Sabah on July 25
was appointed as the new Prime Minister of the country.
He succeeded Sheikh Sabah Al Khaled, who stepped down in April 2022. Soon aer
becoming the country’s Prime Minister, Sheikh Ahmed Nawaf Al Ahmed Al Sabah
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pledged to preserve the country’s constitution, democracy and national gains
In April 2022, Kuwait’s government had resigned, just months aer its formation, opening
up new uncertainty as the tiny country grapples with a worsening political crisis that has
blocked critical economic and social reforms.
Ex-Kuwaiti Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al Hamad Al Sabah submitted the
cabinet’s resignation to the crown prince ahead of a no-con dence vote in Parliament
which took place a week later.

. BCCI  A+   








e Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) has introduced a new A+ category for
its umpires and Nitin Menon, along with ten other oﬃcials, have been grouped in the
category.
Umpires in A+ and A categories are paid Rs 40,000 a day for a rst-class game while Rs
30,000 a day are paid in the B and C category.
e others in the A+ category include four international umpires: Anil Chaudhary,
Madangopal Jayaraman, Virender Kumar Sharma and K N Ananthapadmabhanan.
Rohan Pandit, Nikhil Patwardhan, Sadashiv Iyer, Ulhas Gandhe and Navdeep Singh
Sidhu are also part of the A+ category.
Twenty umpires including C Shamshuddin form the A group, 60 are in Group B, 46 in
Group C and 11 in Group D which falls in the 60-65 age bracket.
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Union Minister of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying Parshottam Rupala has
launched NDDB MRIDA Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary company of National
Dairy Development Board to take forward manure management initiatives across the
country.
It was launched at a function in New Delhi in the presence of Minister of States for
Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying Dr Sanjeev Kumar Balyan and Dr L Murugan.
National Dairy Development Board (NDDB) has established NDDB MRIDA Limited,
an Unlisted Public Limited Company under the Companies Act, 2013 on 1st of July this
year.
On the occasion, Mr Rupala said NDDB Mrida Ltd will open avenues of additional
income to dairy farmers from sale of slurry or dung.
He added that it will help in savings to the farmers by virtue of replacement of cooking
fuel with biogas.
He further said that eﬀorts are being made for better utilisation of bovine dung but
most are individual initiatives and this new company will provide structured impetus to
manure management eﬀorts.
By Sameer Singhal
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e International Cricket Council (ICC) has con rmed that India will host the 2025 ICC
Women’s ODI World Cup.
India, Bangladesh, England and Sri Lanka were named as the four hosts for ICC women’s
white-ball events from 2024-27 yesterday.
Bangladesh will host the 2024 Women’s T20 World Cup, while the 2026 edition will be
held in England.
Sri Lanka has secured hosting rights for the Women’s T20 Champions Trophy, slated for
2027, provided it quali es for the event.
e hosts were selected via a bidding process overseen by a ICC Board sub-committee
which included BCCI President Sourav Ganguly.
BCCI Honorary Secretary Jay Shah said that BCCI will leave no stone unturned to make
it a memorable event for everyone concerned. Mr Shah said, we have the infrastructure
in place and we will have a very successful edition of the World Cup.

. ‘O R D’ S B 



Prime Minister Narendra Modi has expressed deep grief on the demise of Padma Shri
awardee Dr. Sushovan Bandyopadhyay.
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In a tweet, Mr Modi said, Dr. Sushovan Bandyopadhyay, epitomized the best of human
spirit.
e Prime Minister said, he will be remembered as a kind and large-hearted person who
cured many people.
He recalled his interaction with Dr Bandyopadhyay at the Padma Awards ceremony.
Mr. Modi expressed condolences to the family and admirers of Dr. Bandyopadhyay.
Dr. Sushovan Bandyopadhyay, who was fondly known as “Ek Takar Daktar”, has been
treating patients for a long time at Bolpur in Birbhum for only 1 rupee per visit. He was
83 years old. Sushovan was once elected MLA from Bolpur for Congress.
Aer the Trinamool Congress was formed, he became the rst district president of the
Trinamool in Birbhum.
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e Flag Code of India 2002 was revised by the Ministry of Home Aﬀairs to permit the
ying of the national ag even at night as the federal government begins its Har Ghar
Tiranga campaign.
e ag could previously only be own between sunrise and dusk.
e ag code has already been altered by the government to permit the use of polyester
and machine-made ags.
e government amended paragraph 1.2 of Part I of the ag code in a noti cation last
year.
Flags produced by machines or of polyester were previously prohibited from use.
India is celebrating Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav to mark 75 years of independence.
From August 13 to August 15, the Har Ghar Tiranga campaign urges people to y the ag
in their residences.
Additionally, in a letter to all government agencies on the campaign, Home Secretary
Ajay Bhalla included les that outlined the key elements of the ag code as well as the
updates made on December 30, 2021, and July 20, 2022.
A list of frequently asked questions regarding the use and display of the national ag is
also included with the letter.
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Kamal Haasan, a prominent gure in the Tamil cinema industry, has been given the
prestigious Golden Visa by the United Arab Emirates.
e Golden Visa has been given to others besides actor Kamal Hasan.
Actors Nasser, Mammootty, Mohanlal, Tovino omas, Parthiepan, Amala Paul, and
Shah Rukh Khan all have received it before Kamal Hasan.
Kamal Haasan was last spotted, in the box oﬃce sensation Vikram.
e leading actors of Lokesh Kanagaraj’s Vikram include Kamal Haasan, Vijay Sethupathi,
and Fahadh Faasil.
Supporting actors included Kalidas Jayaram, Narain, Gayathrie, Vasanthi, and Santhana
Bharathi.
Raaj Kamal Films International produced the movie, and Udhayanidhi Stalin’s Red Giant
Movies distributed it throughout Tamil Nadu.

. B B -   P  A




e ninth President of Albania, Bajram Begaj, a retired military commander and
politician, took the oath of oﬃce here in Parliament.
e 55-year-old President said in his rst speech before parliamentarians that he will
support and respect both the work of the government and the opposition, advocating for
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cooperation between political parties rather than con ict.
On June 4, 2022, Begaj won the presidential election. Begaj garnered 78 votes in favour,
four politicians opposed, and one legislator abstained in the plenary session of Parliament,
which was attended by a total of 83 MPs.
He served as the head of general staﬀ of the Albanian Armed Forces and was a major
general.
Begaj was joined by his wife Armanda and his two sons at his swearing-in ceremony.
Ilir Meta, a former president who served from July 2017 for ve years, posted his nal
statement to the public on social media.

. G   C A     B







A grand statue of Amar Shaheed Chandrashekhar Azad will be installed in Bhopal.
At the base of the statue, soil brought from Bhabra, the birthplace of Azad, will be used
and the statue site will be developed as a source of inspiration for the youth.
is information was given by Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan while addressing
the inaugural session of the rst state-level Youth Mahapanchayat organized in Bhopal
on the 116th birth anniversary of Amar Shaheed Chandrashekhar Azad today.
Union Minister of Information and Broadcasting and Sports and Youth Aﬀairs Anurag
akur also addressed the programme virtually from New Delhi.

. I A     



Tata Advanced Systems successfully delivered the locally developed Quick Reaction
Fighting Vehicle to the Indian Army. e contract to provide QRFV-Med vehicles to the
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Indian Army was successfully completed.
ese armoured vehicles will increase the nation’s protector’s ability to ght in all weather
and terrain situations and will oﬀer protection while moving.
ese vehicles will improve the Indian Army’s operational capability during future battles.
In the last four years, from 2018–19 to 2021–22, the expenditure on defence procurement
from foreign sources decreased from 46% of the total expenditure to 36% as a result of
the steps implemented by the Centre to promote the manufacture of indigenous defence
equipment.
e initial group of QRFV was inducted by former Chief of Army Staﬀ General MM
Naravane.
e QRFV, Infantry Protected Mobility Vehicle (IPMV), Ultra Long Range Observation
System, Monocoque Hull Multi-Role Mine-Protected Armoured Vehicle, and Ultra Long
Range Observation System were all introduced by the Army Chief.

. W  -   N   







Wipro Ltd., a company with its headquarters in Bengaluru, announced the signing of a
new, ve-year contract for digital transformation with Nokia of Finland.
e new contract expands on a connection that was rst formed more than 20 years ago.
Wipro will provide business services in support of Nokia‘s updated operating model,
putting a special emphasis on process optimization, touchless processing, and improved
user and customer experience across order management, supply chain, nance, and
accounting operations.
Even though an oﬃcial statement about the agreement was released, Wipro highlighted
that it had mentioned the deal in the press release released along with the nancial results
of FY22 without mentioning the client or providing term or size information.
By Sameer Singhal
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e Lok Sabha has passed the National Anti-Doping
Bill,2021 by voice vote. e bill provides for constitution of the National Anti-Doping
Agency- NADA for regulating anti-doping activities in sports.
Its functions include planning, implementing, and monitoring anti-doping activities as
well as investigating anti-doping rule violations.
It also seeks to give eﬀect to the United Nations Educational, Scienti c and Cultural
Organisation
International Convention against doping in sports and compliance of such other
obligations and commitments.
e legislation prohibits athletes, athlete support personnel, and other persons from
engaging in doping in sports.
Under the new legislation, violation of anti-doping rules may result in disquali cation of
results including forfeiture of medals, points, and prizes, ineligibility to participate in a
competition or event for a prescribed period, and nancial sanctions.
e Bill also proposes to establish the National Board for Anti-Doping in Sports with
a view to make recommendations to the government on anti-doping regulations and
compliance with international commitments on anti-doping.
e Board will oversee the activities of NADA and issue directions to it.

.  R D  CRPF   
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi has greeted CRPF personnel and their families on the
Raising Day of the paramilitary Force.
In a tweet, Mr Modi said, CRPF has distinguished itself for its un inching courage and
distinguished service.
He said, the role of CRPF, be it in addressing security challenges or humanitarian
challenges is commendable.
Union Home Minister Amit Shah has greeted the personnel of Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) on their Raising Day today. Mr Shah said, with their bravery, CRPF
personnel have not only made an unique contribution in keeping the security of the
country intact but has also created a proud history of valor, which every Indian is proud
of.
He saluted their service and dedication to the nation.
Information and Broadcasting Minister Anurag akur has congratulated the bravehearts
of Central Reserve Police Force on the 83rd Raising Day.

. R    I S S   










Russia has decided to quit the International Space Station aer 2024.
Moscow’s space agency Roscosmos ‘ newly-appointed chief Yury Borisov announced the
decision yesterday. President Vladimir Putin was also briefed about it.
e announcement comes as tensions rage between the Kremlin and the West over
Moscow’s military operation in Ukraine and several rounds of unprecedented sanctions
against Russia.
Russia and the United States have worked side by side on the space station which has
been in orbit since 1998.
Yury Borisov also told Putin that in spite of this decision, space programme will continue
to get top priority and Russia will start putting together a Russian orbital station before
2024.
Sending the rst man into space in 1961 and launching the rst satellite four years earlier
are among key accomplishments of the Soviet space programme and remain a major
source of national pride in Russia.
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NASA has made no immediate comment on Russian decision to quit the International
Space Station aer 2024.

. W N C D   








Today is World Nature Conservation Day. e day is observed to create awareness
the importance of protecting our natural resources. Conservation of resources has an
important role in protecting the Mother Earth.
Vice President M. Venkaiah Naidu has emphasized for concerted eﬀorts to conserve the
limited natural resources, reduce the carbon footprint and protect our planet.
He said, everyone should work towards creating a world where man can live in harmony
with nature.
Mr Naidu said, the world should wake up to the loss of biodiversity, embrace conservation
of ecosystems and resources for future of the planet.
According to the United Nation Food and Agriculture Organization, 90 per cent of the
Earth’s precious topsoil is likely to be at risk by 2050.

. C G : M S  PV S  I’
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India men’s hockey captain Manpreet Singh and shuttler PV Sindhu have been named as
the nation’s ag-bearers for the opening ceremony of the Commonwealth Games (CWG)
2022.
e opening ceremony will be held on July 28, 2022, at Alexander Stadium in Birmingham.
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She was the ag-bearer at the opening ceremony of the 2018 Commonwealth Games on
the Gold Coast, where she won silver in the women’s singles event.
Olympic champion Neeraj Chopra, who was also the defending champion in the
Commonwealth Games having won the gold in Gold Coast four years ago, was expected
to be the ag-bearer.
But a groin injury following his silver medal at the World Championships forced him to
pull out and the Indian Olympic Association picked Sindhu to be the agbearer from a
three-member shortlist.

. A G,  A ,    







Veteran Assamese litterateur and winner of the Sahitya Akademi Award, Atulananda
Goswami, has passed away.
He was 87. Goswami was known as a short story writer, a litterateur and a novelist par
excellence.
He was awarded the Sahitya Academy award in 2006, for his novel ‘Seneh Jorir Ganthi’
in 2006.
Some of his other notable works include ‘Namgharia’ ‘Hamdoi Pulor Jon’, ‘Rajpaat’,
‘Polatok’ and ‘Ashray’.
He had translated many English, Bengali and Odia works into Assamese, and also
Assamese texts into English.

. EU       
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European Commission has given permission for the Imvanex vaccine to be marketed as
protection against Monkeypox, as recommended last week by the European Medicines
Agency (EMA).
Globally, over 16,000 cases of monkeypox have been reported from 75 countries. is
vaccine is developed by Danish biotechnology company Bavarian Nordic.
In the current outbreak in countries and amongst the reported monkeypox cases,
transmission appears to be occurring primarily through close physical contact, including
sexual contact.
Transmission can also occur from contaminated materials such as linens, bedding,
electronics, and clothing, that have infectious skin particles.
Imvanex is a non-replicating smallpox vaccine developed in collaboration with the
U.S. government to ensure the supply of a smallpox vaccine for the entire population,
including immunocompromised individuals.
e vaccine gained regulatory approvals in Canada (marketed as Imvamune) and the
U.S. (marketed as Jynneos) where the approvals have been extended to include the
monkeypox indication as the only vaccine obtained this to-date.
e vaccine was approved by the European Commission in 2013 for immunization
against smallpox in adults aged 18 years and older.
By Sameer Singhal

National News
. I’  I A C INS V   
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Maritime history was created yesterday with the Indian Navy taking delivery of the
prestigious Indigenous Aircra Carrier Vikrant, built by the Cochin Shipyard.
e Commanding Oﬃcer Designate of Vikrant, Commodore Vidyadhar Harke and
the Chairman and Managing Director of Cochin Shipyard Madhu S Nair signed the
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documents relating to the delivery of the vessel
e name of India’s rst Aircra Carrier was also INS Vikrant which played a vital role
in the 1971 war.
It was decommissioned in 1997 aer 36 years of glorious service to the Navy.
e Defence Ministry said in a release that the reincarnation of Vikrant is a true testimony
to the country’s zeal and fervor in pursuing capability build-up towards enhanced
maritime security.

. I N   MH R -   U
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e Indian Navy received two MH 60R multi-role helicopters from the United States at
the Cochin International Airport today.
e copters were delivered by the Special Air Assignment Mission Flight of the US Air
Force.
e helicopters were part of the 24 MH 60 R Multirole helicopters being procured by
India from the United States at a cost of over 14,000 crore rupees.
e rst three helicopters delivered last year in the US are being utilized for training the
Indian Navy crew.
Another helicopter is scheduled to be delivered on the 22nd of next month.
ese helicopters will be initially based at the Naval Air Station INS Garuda in Kochi and
will be put through intensive ying trials for integration into the Navy’s eet operations.
e delivery of all the 24 MH 60 R multirole helicopters will be completed by 2025.
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In Punjab, the Sports Department is going to organise ‘Punjab Khed Mela’ in which
events of 30 sports will be held in six groups under 14 to 60 years veteran with an aim to
identify talent, make a conducive environment for sports and increase health awareness.
Apart from the previously held under-14, under-17 and 17 to 25 age groups for the rst
time, there will also be competitions in the 25 to 40 year, 40 to 50 year and 50 to 60 year
age groups.
e Punjab Khed Mela, which will be held from block to the state level, will kick start on
the occasion of the National Sports Day on the 29th of August.
is was disclosed by Sports Minister Gurmeet Singh Meet Hayer at Chandigarh last
evening.
e Chief Minister Bhagwant Mann will attend the opening and closing ceremonies of
the Khed Mela, said the e Sports Minister said that around three lakh players of Punjab
will participate in the Sports Mela. Minister.

. I T D:J 



International Tiger Day is being celebrated today. e main aim behind this day is to
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promote a global system for protecting the natural habitats of tigers and to raise awareness
and support for tiger conservation.
According to World Wildlife Fund, tiger populations are currently stable or increasing
in India.
e tiger reserves of India were set up in 1973 and are governed by Project Tiger, which
is administrated by the National Tiger Conservation Authority.
ere are a total of 51 Tiger reserves in India. According to the latest Tiger Census of
2018-19 conducted in India, 2,967 Tigers live in the country.
e population growth rate of Tiger is six per cent per annum. India is home to 80 per
cent of tigers in the world
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has lauded all those who are actively working to protect
the tiger, on International Tiger Day.

He said, innovative measures are being undertaken to involve local communities
in tiger protection.
On International Tiger Day today, Minister for Environment, Forests and Climate
Change Bhupender Yadav has expressed happiness that through eﬀorts made by
National
Tiger Conservation Authority NTCA, India almost doubled its tiger population in
2018-19 from 2014.

. D  P      R
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Department of Posts has come out with exclusive Rakhi Envelopes, on the occasion of
Raksha Bandhan.
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e envelopes have a unique texture and are completely waterproof and tearproof.
e cost of these Rakhi Envelopes is priced at an economical cost of 15 rupees per
envelope. Raksha Bandhan is being celebrated on 11th August.
Delhi Postal Circle has made an exclusive arrangement for the sale of high-quality Rakhi
Envelopes with excellent Strength, tear resistance, waterproof, light weight and elegant
printability through Post Oﬃces in Delhi City.
e sale of Rakhi Envelopes in Post Oﬃces of Delhi has already been commenced.
It will continue to be sold till the 8th of next month for posting within the state and up to
the 7th of August for other states.
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A. Manimekhalai, MD & CEO of Union Bank of India (UBI), wants Union Bank of
India to surpass other Public Sector Banks and take the third-largest Public Sector Bank
position in a time of few years.
Union Bank of India may even take into consideration buying a bank along the route.
Manimekhalai, who became UBI’s rst female leader on June 7th, emphasised that the
bank has set “RACE” as its aim for the year.
Union Bank of India, sometimes known as Union Bank or UBI, is a government-owned
bank in India with over 120 million clients and US$106 billion in annual revenue.
e combined organisation became one of the largest PSU banks in terms of branch
network with the combination with Corporation Bank and Andhra Bank, which went
into eﬀect on 1 April 2020.
ere are currently about 9500 branches. Four of them are abroad, in Sydney, Dubai,
Antwerp, and Hong Kong.
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As informed by the Asian Cricket Council (ACC), the Asia Cup 2022 will now be
held in United Arab Emirates (UAE). Earlier this event was scheduled to take place
in Sri Lanka.
However, due to the economic crisis in the island nation, the tournament has been
shied to UAE.
But the hosting rights of the game will still remain with Sri Lanka.
e tournament will be held from August 27 to September 11, 2022, in the T20
format. is is the second consecutive time that the tournament will be played in
the UAE.

. P S B S P A, D D P T



Veteran Punjabi singer Balwinder Safri has passed away. He was 63. Punjab-born
Safri, who was based in Birmingham, was part of the UK bhangra scene since 1980
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and formed the Safri Boyz Band in 1990.
Safri, known for hit Punjabi tracks such as “Rahaye Rahaye” and “Chan Mere
Makhna”, slipped into coma in April aer suﬀering brain damage following a heart
surgery.
He was discharged from New Cross Hospital in Wolverhampton on July 15 aer
recovering from coma and was moved to a specialist rehabilitation centre.
Safri, known for hit Punjabi tracks such as “Rahaye Rahaye” and “Chan Mere
Makhna”, slipped into coma in April aer suﬀering brain damage following a heart
surgery.
He was discharged from New Cross Hospital in Wolverhampton on July 15 aer
recovering from coma and was moved to a specialist rehabilitation centre.
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Former Northern Irish rst minister David Trimble, a pro-British leader who won
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1998 for his role as a key architect in ending three decades
of bloodshed in the region, has passed away at the age of 77.
Trimble and John Hume, former leaders of the Catholic
Social Democratic and Labour Party, jointly received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1998
for their roles in helping end the sectarian violence that claimed some 3,600 lives.
By Sameer Singal
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To commemorate the victory of the Indian Armed Forces and pay tribute to the supreme
sacri ce of the Gunners in “Operation Vijay”, Point 5140 at Dras in Kargil sector has
been christened as Gun Hill.
Regiment of Artillery of the Indian Army, with lethal and accurate repower, was able to
have a telling eﬀect on the enemy troops and their defences including Point 5140, which
was the key factor in the early completion of operations.
On behalf of the Regiment of Artillery, a wreath was laid by Lieutenant General TK
Chawla, Director General of Artillery at Kargil War Memorial, Dras, along with Veteran
Gunners who had participated in the operation.e ceremony was conducted in the
presence of Veterans from all Artillery Regiments, which got the honour title “KARGIL”
in Operation Vijay.
Serving Oﬃcers of the Gunner fraternity were also present on the occasion.

. G: PM M  I’  I B E
 G



Prime Minister Narendra Modi today launched India’s
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Exchange (IIBE) at Gujarat
International Finance Tech (GIFT) City in Gandhinagar today.
Prime Minister also launched NSE IFSC-SGX Connect and laid the foundation stone of
the headquarters of the
International Financial Services Centres Authority (IFSCA) at GIFT City.
Addressing the gathering, Prime Minister said GIFT city has been established as an
integrated nance and technology services hub for India and the world.
Mr Modi said India is now entering the league of countries like USA UK and Singapore
which are giving direction to global nance.
He said with the inauguration of IIBE, India can not only in uence the gold pricing but
also play a role in setting the gold prices.
e Prime minister said the country has witnessed a new wave of nancial inclusion in
which poorest of the poor is getting connected to formal nancial institutions, therefore
it is the need of the hour that all government and private players should come together
to spread nancial literacy.

. S D, IFS P K V A A I’ N
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A seasoned diplomat and IFS oﬃcer of 1994 batch Pranay Kumar Verma has been
appointed as India’s next High Commissioner to Bangladesh. He is currently serving as
India’s Ambassador to Vietnam.
is was announced on Friday by the Ministry of External Aﬀairs in Delhi.
He is expected to take up the assignment shortly in place of the current High Commissioner
Vikram Doraiswami who is tipped to take over as the High Commissioner of India to
UK.
Ambassador Pranay Kumar Verma has held diplomatic assignments in Hong Kong, San
Francisco, Beijing, Kathmandu, and Washington DC.
He served as the Joint Secretary of the East Asia Division at the Ministry of External
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Aﬀairs in New Delhi.
He also served as the Joint Secretary for external relations at the Department of Atomic
Energy looking aer India’s nuclear diplomacy.
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Coca-Cola has signed Olympic gold medalist, Neeraj Chopra for Limca Sportz promotion.
Recently, Neeraj Chopra has become the rst-ever Indian to win a silver medal at World
Athletics Championships with his best throw of 88.13 m.
Also, Neeraj Chopra has been ruled out of the Birmingham Commonwealth Games 2022
in England due to an injury he picked up at World Athletics Championships.
Coca-Cola India and its bottling partners are investing around $1 billion (around Rs
7,990 crore) to expand the production capacity by up to 40 per cent.
Besides, the beverage major is also launching Limca Sportz, which comes with glucose
and electrolytes.

. -    A S,     I’
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Anahat Singh is the youngest player at the Commonwealth Games 2022. She has been
playing badminton since she was 6 with her sister Amira.
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Anahat developed an interest in Squash. She liked to play badminton and squash but as
her aﬀection for squash grew more, she showed remarkable success in Squash.
She is currently studying in 9th standard and she joined the Commonwealth Games 2022
with the Indian contingent.
She’s just 14 years old, and with her extraordinary performance, she was able to get her
foot in Birmingham Commonwealth Games 2022.
Anahat Singh is growing every day with a tremendous number of opportunities. She has
won 46 National circuit titles.
In just six years she won two national championships and eight international titles.
Anahat Singh is the rst Indian sportswoman to win British Junior Squash Open in 2019
and US Junior Squash Open in 2021.
She won the U-15 title at the Asian Junior Championship in Pattaya in 2022.

. : S V E T L  A, R
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A Volcanic eruption took place on Japan’s main southern island of Kyushu.
e locals are ordered to evacuate the place as soon as possible so that no person is
aﬀected by the volcanic eruption.
e oﬃcials and Government of japan have taken safety measures to make sure that the
locals are safe.
e eruption was followed by a showing of red-hot rocks and dark fumes from the
Sakurajima volcano in Kagoshima Prefecture.
Till now, there are no reports of any damage caused by the volcanic eruption.
e alert level for the eruption has been raised to ve.
e Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary Yoshihiko Isozaki has ensured that the people’s life
will be their priority and everyone is prepared to face any kind of emergency.
During Saturday and Sunday, the Volcano erupted about four times with plumes of
1200m.
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Four-time Formula One champion, Sebastian Vettel who is currently a part of Aston
Martin announced his retirement.
e 35-year-old German driver declared that he will retire at the end of the season.
He is one of the most successful drivers in the F1 race is currently third on the list of alltime Grand Prix winners with 53 victories, trailing only Lewis Hamilton and Michael
Schumacher.
Sebastian Vettel won his rst three F1 titles consecutively from the year 2010 to 2013
with Team Red Bull.
His previous race win was in the year 2019 with Ferrari. In his career, Vettel has driven
for BMW Sauber, Toro Rosso, Red Bull, Ferrari, and Aston Martin.
He is the youngest World Champion in Formula One and has 122 podium nishes, and
57 pole positions..

. B J  C L A  U’ Z



British Prime Minister Boris Johnson on Tuesday presented Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy with the Sir Winston Churchill Leadership Award, drawing
comparisons between the two leaders in times of crises.
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Zelenskyy accepted the award by video link during a ceremony at Johnson’s London
oﬃce that was attended by members of the Churchill family, Ukrainian Ambassador
Vadym Prystaiko and Ukrainians who have received training from British soldiers.
e Churchill leadership award was rst presented in 2006. Past recipients include Prince
Charles, former British Prime Ministers Margaret atcher and John Major, and former
US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright.
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A rare pure pink diamond, believed to be the largest found in 300 years, has been
unearthed in Angola, a country in Central Africa.
e Lulo Rose is a type 2a diamond, meaning it has few or no impurities.
It is the h largest diamond recovered from the Lulo mine – a joint venture between
Australia’s Lucapa Diamond Company and the Angolan government.
It is a 170-carat pink diamond & has been named ‘e Lulo Rose’.
It weighs 34 grams.
Similar diamonds have been bought for tens of millions of dollars in the past, with one –
known as Pink Star – selling at a Hong Kong auction for $71.2m (£59m) in 2017.
By Sameer Singal
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